In honor of summertime, the Adler Psych Film Group will show the critically recognized film "On Golden Pond" in August. "On Golden Pond" tells the story of a family on vacation at their lake house. The father, played by Henry Fonda, faces potential memory loss as he celebrates his eightieth birthday. The daughter, played by Jane Fonda, arrives with her new boyfriend and his son. She struggles to reconcile the often times prickly and critical relationship she has with her father. The mother, played by Katharine Hepburn, uses her seemingly limitless energy to support her husband in the face of possible dementia and smooth over the difficulties in the family.

“Watching the movie, I felt I was witnessing something rare and valuable.”
Roger Ebert – Chicago Sun Times

“Without question, these are major, meaty roles for Katharine Hepburn and Henry Fonda, and there could have been little doubt that the two would work superbly together.”
Variety Staff - Variety

**Starring:** Katharine Hepburn, Henry Fonda, Jane Fonda, Doug McKeon, Dabney Coleman

**Directed by:** Mark Rydell

**Rated:** PG

**Awards:** Won 3 Oscars in 1982 for: “Best Actor in a Leading Role” (Henry Fonda), “Best Actress in a Leading Role” (Katharine Hepburn), “Best Writing, Screenplay Based on Material from Another Medium” (Ernest Thompson). Nominated for an additional 7 Oscars, including “Best Picture.”

**Psychological focus:** Life transitions and aging, memory loss, marriage, blended families, father-daughter relationships, reconciliation